
RESEARCH PROPOSAL FOR PSYCHOLOGY

Writing a brief research proposal is an important ability that cultivates all kinds of intellectual skills.

You will need to think about the following points: What will your method be? The method section 3 or 4
pages describes in detail the proposed research methods: the setting, participants, sample size, research design,
measures, ethical considerations, and data analysis procedures. Submission The proposal is a course
requirement, but is not an assessed piece of work. The resultant written feedback that you receive towards the
end of October will give you a clear indication of the general feasibility of your project, and suggest any
changes that will need to be made before it goes ahead. Guidelines for the Research Proposal Aim The
purpose of the research proposal is to help you organise your ideas about your major research project, and to
enable you to get feedback on what you are planning to do. Sometimes consultation with service users and
other members of the public is not necessary, for example in some studies of healthy volunteers. What
measures will you use? It will be helpful to consult the course guidelines on joint projects when planning any
joint study. Procedure -- how will research be conducted? Format it double-spaced, and include page numbers
so that reviewers can easily refer back to specific points. This needs to be something that interests you. It is
your responsibility to secure additional funding for expenses beyond that allocated by the course. There should
be a statement of how your research question s and analyses will be distinct from those of other students
involved in the project. Thinking of a research question The key to thinking of a good research question is
reading! Appendices include measures not in common use, draft qualitative interview schedules, etc. It might
also be useful for you to use Google Scholar to search for articles. The Research Proposal Research proposals
are the next step after an experiment plan. Ethical considerations Having followed these steps you will now be
able to write a comprehensive research proposal. Once gaps have been identified, you can perform another
literature search to see how much material there is in this area and hopefully you will have a much clearer idea
of your question! Some sample proposals from previous years are available on the 'Proposal' Topic 4 section
of the Research Project Support Moodle. Brainstorm to imagine how you might investigate the question if
there were no limits in place. The service user involvement section one or two or paragraphs describes how the
needs and views of service users or other relevant members of the public have shaped or will shape your
project.


